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Twisted K-theory constructions in the case of a
decomposable Dixmier-Douady class II:
Topological and Equivariant Models
Antti J. Harju˚
Abstract
This is a study of twisted K-theory on a product space TˆM . The twisting comes from a
decomposable cup product class which applies the 1-cohomology of T and the 2-cohomology of
M . In the case of a topological product, we give a concrete realization for the gerbe associated
to a cup product characteristic class and use this to realize twisted K1-theory elements in
terms of supercharge sections in a Fredholm bundle. The nontriviality of this construction is
proved. Equivariant twisted K-theory and gerbes are studied in the product case as well. This
part applies Lie groupoid theory. Superconnection formalism is used to provide a construction
for characteristic polynomials which are used to extract information from the twisted K-theory
classes.
MSC: 19L50, 53C08, 22A22.
Introduction
In the first part of this series, [9], we gave a concrete realization for elements in a K1-group twisted
by a gerbe on a compact product manifold T ˆM . The twisting class decomposes as α ! β P
H3pT ˆMq, for α P H1pTq and β P H2pMq. We used Hamiltonian quantization to construct the
gerbes: quantization leads to a projective bundle of Hilbert spaces whose characteristic class can
be read from the index of an odd Dirac family. The twisted K-theory classes were constructed
explicitly using supersymmetric Fock spaces in the same spirit Wess-Zumino-Witten model has
been used in the construction of equivariant twisted K-theory classes on a Lie group [15, 8]. One
can also use projective families of Dirac operators to realize elements in twisted K-theory in the
decomposable case, [11, 12, 4].
A gerbe associated to the decomposable class has a simple topological realization. This is
given by a bundle of projective Fock spaces over TˆM . The Fock space has a basis which can be
decomposed into charge subspaces labeled by Z. One fixes a line bundle λ associated to a nontrivial
class in H2pM,Zq. Then one makes the Fock states of charge k P Z to be topologically equivalent to
λbk over the manifold M . Moreover, the translations over the circle T will raise the charge of each
state. Consequently there are locally defined transition functions valued in the group of unitary
operators on a Hilbert space. However, as one needs to create a state which is topologically a line
bundle λ, these are naturally defined as local families of projective unitary transformations (PU -
transformations). This bundle has a Dixmier-Douady class of the decomposable type: τ “ α! β.
Associated to these gerbes there are bundles of self-adjoint Fredholm operators acting on the
Fock spaces. In [9] we used supercharge operators in conformal field theory to construct sections in
these bundles. The homotopy classes of supercharges determine elements in the twisted K-theory
group K1pTˆM,α! βq which is isomorphic to an extension of
tx P K1pMq : x “ xb λu by K
0pMq
K0pMq b p1´ λq .
The supercharge sections are relevant to the subgroup isomorphic to K0pMq{K0pMq b p1 ´ λq.
We used techniques from differential geometry to study the gerbes and supercharges in twisted
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K-theory. Especially superconnection techniques and families index theory were applied. Here
we raise the issue of how to extend this formalism to the topological framework: the gerbes and
twisted K-theory elements are still well defined on the topological product space T ˆ Y . We give
a complete characterization of the topological gerbes associated with the cup product Dixmier-
Douady classes. The nontriviality of the supercharges as elements in twisted K-theory groups is a
consequence of a spectral flow of the eigenvalues.
We return to the smooth setup in the study of equivariant gerbes and equivariant twisted K-
theory on a smooth manifold TˆM . The group G is a compact Lie group and acts smoothly onM .
The action is extended to TˆM by letting G act trivially on T. The strategy to construct gerbes
is to replace the twisting line bundles in the Fock bundle model with equivariant line bundles on
M . We use the Lie groupoid formalism which is flexible enough to allow generalizations of this
type. In this case we can give explicit formulas for the equivariant PU -transition functions for
the gerbe in terms of cocycles in groupoid cohomology. The Dixmier-Douady class of the gerbe is
the cup product class α ! βG where α is a 1-cohomology class associated to the trivial G-space
structure in T whereas βG is a cocycle determined by a G-equivariant complex line bundle.
Sections of G-invariant supercharge operators in a bundle of self-adjoint Fredholm operators
are used to realize elements in the twisted equivariant K-theory groups on the product T ˆM .
As in [9] a Mayer-Vietoris sequence is used to solve the twisted K-theory group structure. We
also develop equivariant characteristic polynomials for the homotopy classes of supercharges. This
application uses equivariant superconnections. The target group of these characters is a quotient
of the Cartan model of rational equivariant cohomology HoddG pT ˆ M,Qq. We need to go to a
quotient group to make the characters periodic in T. The target group for the superconnection
is sensitive to some torsion coming from the twisted equivariant K-theory group. This target is
essentially different from the twisted equivariant cohomology theory [13].
As an example of equivariant gerbes and equivariant twisted K-theory we consider the action of
the circle group T on the sphere S2 which rotates the sphere around its axis. There are two fixed
points: the poles. Consequently, there are nontrivial T-equivariant line bundles parametrized by
irreducible representations of T on the northern and the southern hemisphere. Such a line bundle
is used to construct a T-equivariant gerbe. The ordinary K-theory group K1
T
pTˆMq is a sum of
representation rings of T constrained by the common virtual dimension. The twisted K1-groups
are defined similarly but the generators of the representation rings are truncated by the choice of
the twisting bundle λT. Similar phenomenon occurs in twisted equivariant K-theory on Lie groups
which was studied by Freed-Hopkins-Teleman, [7], [8]. We apply the superconnection analysis to
study these groups.
1 Twisted K-Theory of Topological Products
1.1. Let H denote an infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space. We use the model of Atiyah
and Segal, [2], for the definition of twisted K-theory. One needs to modify the usual K-theoretic
classification spaces since in the twisted case, the group of unitary transformations UpHq needs to
act continuously on them. Suppose that UpHq is equipped with the strong operator topology and
let PUpHq denote the group of projective unitary transformations. UpHq is now contractible.
Let BpHq denote the space of bounded operators equipped with the strong operator topology.
The space of compact operators KpHq is equipped with the norm topology. Let Fredp0q be the
space of operators A P BpHq which have a parametrix, an operator B P BpHq, such that 1 ´ AB
and 1 ´ BA are compact. Let Fredp1q denote the subspace of self-adjoint operators with both
positive and negative essential spectrum.
LetX be a compact topological space. Suppose that τ is a three cohomology class, τ P H3pX,Zq
which, under the standard isomorphism H1pX,PUpHqq Ñ H3pX,Zq, is realized by a PUpHq-
bundleP. Associated to the bundle P we have a projective bundle of Hilbert spaces and the bundles
of Fred‚-operators for ‚ “ 0, 1. The group PUpHq acts on the space of Fredholm operators under
the adjoint action. The twisted K-theory groups are the groups of homotopy classes of continuous
sections in the Fredholm bundles
K‚pX, τq “ trQs : Q P CpPˆAd Fred‚qu.
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Precisely speaking, to define a twisted K-theory group one needs to fix a representative of the
twisting class H3pX,Zq. Namely, there is no canonical isomorphism relating two twisted K-theory
groups with two different (but isomorphic) realizations of the twist class. However, in the analysis
presented here, the projective bundle is always clearly defined and this should not lead to any
confusion.
1.2. Let H be an infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space with a polarization H “ H` ‘H´.
A canonical anti commutation relations algebra, CAR, is a unital C˚-algebra generated by apfq :
f P H such that a : HÑ CAR is an antilinear map and CAR is subject to
tapuq, apvqu “ 0 and tapuq, apvq˚u “ xu, vy1,
for all u, v P H. A Fock space F is a Hilbert space with a vacuum vector |0y and CAR acts on the
vacuum by apuq|0y “ 0 “ a˚pvq|0y for u P H`, v P H´ and such that the basis of F consists of
apui1q ¨ ¨ ¨ apuikqa˚puj1q ¨ ¨ ¨ a˚pujlq|0y with uix P H´, ujy P H`. (1)
This representation of CAR is irreducible. The basis vectors of this type are eigenvectors for the
densely defined charge operator N , the eigenvalue of (1) being l´ k. Then we can write the Fock
space as a completion of the charge subspaces F “ xÀkPZF pkq. The operator S denotes the shift
operator which sends F pkq to F pk`1q for all k P Z. We refer to [18] for a careful introduction of
these matters.
The Hilbert space vectors will be labeled so that H` has the basis tui : i ě 0u and H´ has the
basis tui : i ă 0u.
1.3. Consider a compact topological space Y and a nontrivial complex line bundle λ on Y . We
use projective Fock spaces in the construction of a gerbe over Tˆ Y .
Let tVi : 1 ď i ď nu be an open cover of Y which trivializes λ with respect to the transition
functions hij : Vij Ñ T. For T we choose a cover tT`,T´u such that T` X T´ consist of two
disconnected arcs: neighborhoods of ´1 and 1 in T. We denote these intersections by Tp˘1q`´ .
Concretely we can choose a small real ǫ ą 0 and then set T` “ teiφ : φ P p´ǫ, π ` ǫqu and
T´ “ teiφ : φ P pπ´ǫ, 2π`ǫqu. Whenever we consider the intersectionTp1q`´ we use rφs “ φ mod 2π.
We define an open cover tUi : 1 ď i ď 2nu for Tˆ Y such that
Ui “ T` ˆ Vi and Ui`n “ T´ ˆ Vi for all 1 ď i ď n.
For what follows we need a projective Fock bundle on TˆY so that the translation around the
circle T raises the charges of the Fock states in its fibres by one. This process will be localized in
the open nbd T
p`1q
`´ of T. More precisely, we write
U
p1q
i,j`n :“ Tp`1q`´ ˆ Vi X Vj
and define the local families S : U
p1q
i,j`n Ñ PUpHq for all 1 ď i, j ď n which act on the Fock states
by raising the charge as in 1.2. These families are naturally valued in PUpHq: when acting on a
Fock space, S creates a state from the vacuum
S|0yprφs,pq “ a˚pu0q|0yprφs,pq, prφs “ φ mod 2πq (2)
but we need to choose an orthonormal basis vector u0 from the subspace it spans. Thus, one needs
to fix complex phases locally. We view S : U
p1q
i,j`n Ñ PUpHq as components of transition functions
of a PUpHq bundle which relates fibres over Uj`n and Ui for 1 ď i, j ď n. These operators act on
the CAR algebra under conjugations by
SapukqS´1 “ apuk`1q
for all k P Z and similarly for a˚pukq. We can fix the basis vector u0 and introduce lifted local
families Sˆ : Ui,j`n Ñ UpHq.
Next we define a bundle of Fock spaces and apply the above local families to raise (lower) the
charge of the fibres under translations in the positive (negative) direction in T. In addition we
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make the charge k states in the lifted Fock bundle to be of topological type λbk over Y . Such a
projective bundle is constructed from the Cˇech-cocycle g P H1pTˆM,PUpHqq whose nonidentity
components are defined by
gijpφ, pq “ phijppqqN ,
gi`n,j`npφ, pq “ phi`n,j`nppqqN ,
g
p´1q
i,j`npφ, pq “ phi,j`nppqqN
g
p´1q
j`n,ipφ, pq “ phj`n,ippqqN
g
p1q
i,j`nprφs, pq “ phi,j`nppqqNS
g
p1q
j`n,iprφs, pq “ S´1phj`n,ippqqN
The upper index p˘1q means that the cocycle is defined in the neighborhood Tp˘1q`´ in T. In
particular, the domain of g
p1q
i,j`n is the subset U
p1q
i,j`n. Now we have the projective bundle PF
determined by the cocycle tgij : 1 ď i, j ď 2nu. Notice that the T-valued components in this
cocycle do not contribute at the level of projective transformations. However, when lifted, these
become important.
The gerbe defines a class in the Cˇech-cohomology group H2pT ˆ Y,Tq whose components are
determined by the lifted transition functions
fijk “ gˆij gˆjkgˆ´1ik .
for all 1 ď i, j, k ď 2n. In [9] we found out that the Dixmier-Douady cocycle is equal to the totally
antisymmetric cocycle whose nonidentity components are determined by
f
p1q
i,j`n,k`nprφs, pq “ phjkppqq´1 (3)
for 1 ď i, j, k ď n. This is a consequence of the relation SN “ pN ´ 1qS applied to the lifted
transition functions.
Proposition. Under the isomorphism H2pT ˆ Y,Tq Ñ H3pT ˆ Y,Zq, associated with the group
extension Z Ñ R Ñ T, the Dixmier-Douady class of PF is represented by the cup product
τ “ α ! β where α is a generator of the group H1pT,Zq and β is the cohomology class of the
twisting line bundle λ.
Proof. This can be proved by following the lines of the Proposition in 2.7 in the case of a trivial
group G “ t1u. ˝
1.4. Here we recall the supercharge construction from [9] which can be applied in a twisted K-
theory of a topological space straightforwardly. Consider the real Clifford ˚-algebra generated by
tψn, n P Zu and subject to
tψn, ψmu “ 2δn,´m, ψ˚n “ ψ´n.
We use a vacuum representation, Hs, for the Clifford algebra such that ψ0 acts on the vacuum as
the identity. Let η0 denote the vacuum vector. The operators ψi with i ă 0 annihilate the vacuum
subspace whereas ψi with i ą 0 are used to generate the basis of the module.
Now we define a new bundle realization for the decomposable Dixmier-Douady class τ . Let
S denote the canonically trivial bundle with the representations Hs as its fibres over T ˆ M .
The projective bundle PS is a canonically trivial gerbe. Then we can define the PUpHq-bundle
PS b PF using the tensor product structure of gerbes with a Dixmied-Douady class represented
by the decomposable class τ . The spinor bundle has been introduced so that we can produce Dirac
type operators with both positive and negative essential spectrum.
Associated to the gerbe PS bPF there is a bundle of bounded Fredp1q-operators. Then, the
homotopy classes of sections define the twisted K-theory groups K1pT ˆ Y, τq. We shall use the
approximated sign map
Ψ : A ÞÑ A?
1`A2 “ FA,
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to induce the topology from Fredp1q to the space of unbounded self-adjoint Fredholm operators
Fred
p1q
Ψ . Associated to the gerbePSbPF there is a bundle of Fredp1qΨ -operators, and the homotopy
classes of sections in this bundle define elements in K1pT ˆ Y, τq through the correspondence
rQs ÞÑ rFQs.
The supercharges on the product manifolds are the local self-adjoint families Qi : Ui Ñ Fredp1qΨ
defined by
Qiφ,p “
ÿ
nPZ
ψn b e´n ` φ
2π
ψ0 b 1.
We have used the operators en which determine a representation of the centrally extended Lie
algebra of the loop group LT on F by
en “
ÿ
iPZ
: a˚pun`iqapuiq : with ren, ems “ ´nδn,´m.
The usual normal ordering :: is applied to make these operators well defined on the Fock space,
: a˚puiqapujq :“ ´apujqa˚puiq if i “ j ă 0 and the order is unchanged otherwise. Now Qi are
families of unbounded and self-adjoint Fredholm operators. The PUpHq-valued cocycle g acts on
the local families Qi by conjugation according to
gi,j`nprφs, pqQj`nφ,p pgi,j`nprφs, pqq´1 “ Qiφ´2pi,p
on each nonempty Uij . Concretely, this is a consequence of the operator identities
Se0S
´1 “ e0 ´ 1, SenS´1 “ en.
Therefore, tQiu indeed defines a section in the unbounded Fredholm bundle. This construction is
a straightforward generalization of [9] to the topological setup. Let us write F iQpφ, pq :“ FQipφ,pq.
We conclude.
Theorem. The homotopy class of the section of bounded operators, pφ, pq ÞÑ F iQpφ, pq, defines an
element in the twisted K-theory group K1pTˆ Y, τq.
1.5. Next we study conditions for nontriviality of the elements in twisted K1-groups. Here we take
X to be any compact topological space with a nontrivial 3-cohomology group. Let τ P H3pX,Zq
and realize it as a projective PUpHq principal bundle Pτ . Consider an associated projective Hilbert
bundle PHτ which restricts to a trivial bundle over a finite cover tUi : i P Iu of X . Denote by gij
the transition functions of the projective bundle and by gˆij the lifted transition functions.
Below we shall work with local Hilbert bundles and lifted unitary transformations. Consider a
section Q of the associated bundle Pτ ˆAdFredp1qΨ . It can be viewed as local families of unbounded
Fredholm operators Qi : Ui Ñ Fredp1qΨ acting on the local Hilbert bundles over Ui. Let us denote
by H
pa,bq
i,x the pa, bq-spectral subspaces of Qix in the fibre Hi,x of the local Hilbert bundle over Ui.
More precisely, this subspace consists of the eigenvectors of Qix whose eigenvalues are in the open
interval pa, bq. On Uij ‰ H these spectral subspaces transform as
gˆijH
pa,bq
j,x “ Hpa,bqi,x .
In this paper we are interested in the standard K-theoretic situation in which the twisted K-
theory elements are approximated sign operators of unbounded Fredholm operators. The following
assumption is standard:
for each i P I, x P Ui and a, b P R, Hpa,bqi,x are finite dimensional. (4)
A τ -twisted spectral section P of Q is a section in the bundle Pτ ˆAd BpHq so that the values of
P are projection operators, and for some positive real number R ą 0 and for every i and x P Ui
P ix “
#
1 in H
pR,8q
i,x ,
0 in H
p´8,´Rq
i,x .
(5)
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The proof of the following theorem applies the ideas of the corresponding result in [14] in the
ordinary K-theory.
Theorem. Let Q be a section of a bundle of unbounded Fred
p1q
Ψ -operators so that the homotopy
class of the approximated sign lies in a twisted K-theory group, rFQs P K1pX, τq. If (4) holds,
then Q has a τ -twisted spectral section ô FQ represents the trivial element in K1pX, τq.
Proof. Assume that the spectral section exists. Then define the local families AiQ : Ui Ñ BpHiq
AiQ “
Qia
pQiq2 ` 1 ´ P
i Q
ia
pQiq2 ` 1P
i ´ p1´ P iq Q
ia
pQiq2 ` 1 p1´ P
iq.
For each i and x P Ui, AiQpxq is the zero operator outside the spectral subspaces Hp´R,Rqi,x which is
finite dimensional. The local families AiQ transform accordingly under Adpgˆijq because P i and Qi
do. Therefore, we have the equality of the twisted K-theory classes
rFQ ´AQs “ rFQs.
Moreover, we have a homotopy connecting FQ ´AQ at r “ 0 and
rF iQprq “ P i Qi ` rapQiq2 ` 1P i ` p1´ P iq Qi ´ rapQiq2 ` 1 p1´ P iq
for any r P R. If r is large enough, the first term is strictly positive whereas the second term is
strictly negative and thus rFQprq becomes invertible.
It remains to check that the homotopy rF iQprq satisfies the continuity conditions in twisted K-
theory for |r| ď K where K is an arbitrarily large real number. The continuity of rFQprq in the
strong operator topology of BpHq follows immediately from the continuity of FQ, P and 1´F 2Q “
p1 ` Q2q´1. According to (4), the eigenvalues of Qix will go to infinity and all the eigenspaces
must be finite dimensional. Therefore, the local families rp1 ` Q2q´1{2 are valued in KpHq for r
arbitrary big. So, up to compact operators, rF iQprq coincides with P iF iQP i ` p1 ´ P iqF iQp1 ´ P iq
which coincides with F iQ up to a finite rank operator. Therefore, we can take
rFQprq to be its own
parametrix.
It follows that rFQs P K1pX, τq is a representative of the trivial element since rFQprq becomes
invertible.
We use the following lemmas to prove the converse statement.
Lemma [14]. Let A be a bounded self-adjoint operator on H such that A2 ´ A is of finite rank.
Assume that there is a self-adjoint projection P such that ||A ´ P || ă 1{2. Then A : impP q Ñ
impAP q is an isomorphism onto a closed subspace and if Π denotes the orthogonal projection onto
impAP q, then A´Π has a finite rank.
Lemma. Let B be a section of a τ -twisted Fred
p1q
Ψ -bundle. If Uij ‰ H and P i and P j are
projections onto impBiq and impBjq, then gˆijP jpgˆijq´1 “ P i on Uij .
Proof. Suppose that x P Uij ‰ H. Then gˆijpxqBjxgˆijpxq´1 “ Bix and so
impgˆijpxqBjxgˆijpxq´1q “ impBixq.
Thus, the projections have to satisfy gˆijpxqP jx gˆijpxq´1 “ P ix.
Assume that FQ represents the trivial twisted K-theory element. Then, at the level of un-
bounded operators, we can set a homotopy Qptq in the space of sections starting with a section of
invertible self-adjoint operators Qp0q and ending with Qp1q “ Q. In addition, we can choose Qp0q
such that there are no eigenvalues in p0, ǫq where ǫ is a small positive real number.
We define a continuous function χ P CpRq such that χpλq “ 0 for λ ă 0 and χpλq “ 1 for λ ě ǫ
and apply the spectral theorem to define
J iptq “ χpQiptqq, t P I :“ r0, 1s.
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Then Jp0q is a section of projection operators and Jp1q satisfies the condition (5) for R “ ǫ but
Jp1q may not be a projection section, however, pJp1qq2 ´ Jp1q is a finite rank section.
The strategy of the proof is to divide the interval r0, 1s to subintervals rt1, t2s on which
||J ixpt1q ´ J ixpsq|| ă
1
2
, for all s P rt1, t2s.
Then we proceed inductively by proving that if the lower limit in the interval has a projection
section, P pt1q, such that Jpt1q ´ P pt1q is a finite rank section, then such a section exists for any
t-value in this interval.
At t “ 0 a projection section exists. Consider s P rt1, t2s and define another section of BpHq-
operators
Aixpsq “ J ixpsq ` P ixpt1q ´ J ixpt1q.
Now ||Aixpsq´P ixpt1q|| ă 1{2 and Aixpsq is equal to P ixpt1q up to a finite rank operator which implies
that Aixpsq2 ´ Aixpsq is a finite rank operator for all i and x P Ui. By the first lemma above, the
orthogonal projection P ixpsq onto the subspace impAixpsqP ixpt1qq in the fibre at x of the local Hilbert
bundle over Ui differs from A
i
xpsq and thus from J ixpsq by a finite rank operator. By the second
lemma, we can patch together these local projection families to form a section of BpHq-valued
operators. Thus, t ÞÑ P ptq defines a homotopy of projection sections and Jptq ´ P ptq is a finite
rank section for all t P r0, 1s.
Consider the decomposition of the fibres Hi,x in the local Hilbert bundles into the eigenspaces
of Qi. Then Jp1q is diagonal on the fibres. Next we construct a new section rP i of projective
operators so that J ixp1q ´ rP ix will be an operator which is nonzero only in a subspace spanned by
a finite number of Qix eigenspaces for all x and i. Given such rP , we can take R to be a positive
real so that this subspace will lie in H
r´R,Rs
i,x for all i and x. We can also make R to satisfy R ě ǫ.
Then rP is a twisted spectral section.
Let Jp1q ´ P p1q “ C. Then we continuously truncate the Q-eigenspace expansion of C to
produce a new section Cˆ such that the image of x ÞÑ Cˆix is a subspace spanned by a finite number
of eigenvectors of Qix. Let rP be the projection onto the image of
pJp1q ´ CˆqP p1q “ pJp1q ´ CˆqpJp1q ´ Cq.
By studying the Q-eigenspace decompositions of this sections, one easily verifies that rP ix have the
required properties for all i and x P X . Thus, we have found a twisted spectral section rP . ˝
As was observed in [14], the spectral flow around the circle is an obstruction to define a spectral
section. This is because all the eigenvalues will grow by 1 leading to identifications of eigenstates
corresponding to the eigenvalues k and k ` 1 at φ “ 2π. The twisted spectral section would cut
the eigenspace decomposition at some point which makes it noncontinuous.
Corollary. The supercharge sections Q on Tˆ Y define a nontrivial element in K1pTˆ Y, τq.
In [9] we studied these families on compact manifolds and introduced another dependency on
the topology ofM by tensoring the gerbe with an arbitrary rank complex line bundle ξ. We proved
an index theorem using the superconnection techniques and observed that the nontrivial twisted
K-theory information is localized around the null space of Q and that the twisted K-theory class
depends on the Chern character of ξ. Here the same phenomenon is expected, although the families
index formulas are not available in the purely topological setup.
2 Twisted K-theory of Action Groupoids
2.1. Equivariant twisted K-theory is convenient to describe using the theory of groupoids. Here
we return to the smooth setup and study equivariant product manifolds in the language of Lie
groupoids. Suppose that ΓÑ X is a Lie groupoid and X is a compact manifold.
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For each p ě 1 let Γppq denote the manifold of composable sequences of arrows. We also use
Γp0q “ X . We have p` 1 maps
Bi : Γppq Ñ Γpp´1q for 0 ď i ď p
such that B0 leaves out the first arrow, Bp leaves out the last arrow and the rest of Bi compose the
i’th and i` 1’th arrow. Then we set B : Γppq Ñ Γpp´1q by B “ řip´1qiBi.
Let F denote an abelian sheaf in the category of smooth manifolds and F p a small sheaf induced
by F on Γppq. Then we choose injective resolutions F p Ñ Ip‚. This defines a double complex I‚pΓ‚q
whose total cohomology groups, HkpΓ, F q, are the cohomology groups of the groupoids with values
in the abelian sheaf F . This theory is Morita invariant [3], [20].
We can also use the de Rham complex in the case of coefficients in R. The exterior derivative
defines a map d : ΛkpΓppqq Ñ Λk`1pΓppqq. We can use this with the coboundary operator B˚ :
ΛkpΓppqq Ñ ΛkpΓpp`1qq to construct a double complex. The total cohomology of this complex is
the de Rham cohomology of Γ, we write HkdRpΓq “ HkpΛ˚pΓ‚qq. The de Rham theorem is still
valid in the form
HkdRpΓq » HkpΓ,Rq.
A cocycle in the de Rham theory is an integer cocycle if it lies in the image of the canonical map
HkpΓ,Zq Ñ HkdRpΓ,Rq.
We are interested in the cohomology groups H2pΓ,Tq and H3pΓ,Zq. We also point out the
existence of the group H1pΓ, PUpHqq. We only consider compact groupoids (and therefore proper)
and consequently the group homomorphism H2pΓ,Tq Ñ H3pΓ,Zq, constructed from the standard
exact sequence of groups
0Ñ Z 2piiÝÑ iR expÝÑ TÑ 1,
is an isomorphism. The group homomorphism H1pΓ, PUpHqq Ñ H2pΓ,Tq, constructed from the
central extension T Ñ UpHq Ñ PUpHq, is not an isomorphism in general. However, there is a
canonical left inverse, [20].
A T-central extension of a groupoid Γ Ñ X is a groupoid Γˆ Ñ X together with a groupoid
morphism
pπ, idq : pΓˆÑ Xq Ñ pΓÑ Xq
such that there is a left T action on Γˆ making π : Γˆ Ñ Γ a (left) principal T-bundle. These two
structures are required to satisfy the compatibility
pµ ¨ xqpµ1 ¨ yq “ µµ1 ¨ pxyq
for all px, yq P Γˆp2q and µ, µ1 P T.
In [20] the elements of ExtpΓ,Tq, the Morita equivalence classes of T extensions of Γ, were
identified with isomorphism classes of T-gerbes over the stack associated to Γ. The set ExtpΓ,Tq
can be equipped with a structure of an abelian group. Then the group ExtpΓ,Tq is isomorphic to
H2pΓ,Tq. We shall not need the notion of an gerbe over a stack or Morita equivalence in this work
and we refer to [3], [20] for details. In our case, the twisting classes arise naturally from equivariant
PUpHq-bundles. Therefore, we are given an H1pΓ, PUpHqq cocycle which then determines a class
in H2pΓ,Tq. This is related to the decomposable class α ! βG under the isomorphism onto
H3pΓ,Zq.
2.2. In this application we start with a cocycle g P H1pΓ, PUpHqq. The lifting problem for the
projection UpHq Ñ PUpHq defines a class in H2pΓ,Tq. The cocycle g defines a principal PUpHq
bundle PÑ X over the groupoid ΓÑ X . Associated to P there is a bundle of Fredholm operators
PˆAd Fredp1q Ñ X.
We denote by CΓpPˆAdFredp1qq the space of continuous Γ-invariant sections of the bundle PˆAd
Fredp1q. Recall from 1.1 that continuity of a section A getting values in Fredp1q means that there
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is a parametrix section B such that 1 ´ AB and 1 ´ BA are continuous compact operators and
both A and B are strongly continuous sections of Fredholm operators. The twisted K1-group on
Γ is defined by
K1pΓ, τq “ trQs : Q P CΓpPˆAd Fredp1qqu
if τ is the twisting cohomology class and P is its bundle theoretic realization.
As above, we will work with unbounded operators and the twisted K-theory elements will be
realized by mapping them to the space of bounded operators via the approximated sign construc-
tion.
2.3. Suppose that G is a compact Lie group acting smoothly on M . Here we consider finite
groups as compact Lie groups of dimension zero. The goal is to give an explicit description for the
equivariant gerbe in terms of transition functions over a Lie groupoid representing the equivariant
manifold. We shall approach as follows. We start with the action groupoid G ˙M Ñ M and
associated to it define a Cˇech-type groupoid with local group actions. Such a groupoid is Morita
equivalent to the action groupoid provided that we can pick a G-invariant cover. In addition, we
shall apply the groupoid double complex cohomology associated with a Cˇech resolution, and for
this reason the following condition is introduced:
There exists a G-invariant cover V “ tVi : 1 ď i ď nu of M such that all intersections
of its components, Vi1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Vil with l ě 1, have trivial T-valued Cˇech cohomology in
nonzero degrees:
HkpVi1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Vil ,Tq “ 0 for all k ě 1. (6)
This condition holds if we have a G-equivariant good cover. However, it is essentially weaker.
In 3.3 we consider a case with a G-equivariant cover satisfying the condition (6) which is not good.
2.4. Fix a G-invariant cover tVi : 1 ď i ď nu of M . We apply the trivial G-action on the unit
circle. Then the cover tT˘ ˆ Vi : 1 ď i ď nu is G-invariant. We shall denote this cover by
tUi : 1 ď i ď 2nu as in 1.1. Consider the Lie groupoid
Γ :“
ž
ij
Gˆ Uij Ñ
ž
i
Ui
with spg, xijq “ xj and tpg, xijq “ gxi. The multiplication of composable pairs is defined by
pg, phxqijqph, xjkq “ pgh, xikq.
From [20] and [3] we get the following technical result.
Proposition.
(1) The groupoid Γ is Morita equivalent to the action groupoid G˙ pTˆMq.
(2) The Lie groupoid cohomology groups H˚pΓ,Zq are isomorphic to the equivariant
cohomology groups H˚GpTˆMq with integer coefficients.
Since M is compact, the equivariant cohomology can be computed with the Cartan or Weyl
model. We shall use the Cartan model in 2.11 to map the twisted K-theory elements to equivariant
cohomology.
2.5. Here we forget T for a moment and considerG-equivariant complex line bundles overM . They
are classified, up to an isomorphism, by the equivariant cohomology group H2GpMq. Therefore they
are also classified by the 2-cohomology of the Morita equivalent action Lie groupoid
Ξ :“
ž
ij
Gˆ Vij Ñ
ž
i
Vi,
or by the isomorphic sheaf cohomology group H1pΞ,Tq.
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Recall that in the case of a compact manifold, the sheaf cohomology associated to an injective
resolution is isomorphic to a Cˇech cohomology computed from an open cover which is acyclic for
the sheaf. We shall consider the sheaf T. According to (6), Ξp0q “ šVi can be covered with just
one set, Ξp0q itself. For the space of arrows Ξp1q we need to fix a good cover tNa : a P Ju of G
which makes the complex acyclic. Then we fix a cover for Ξp1q by
tΞp1qa “
ž
ij
Na ˆ Vij , a P Ju.
This cover makes the Cˇech resolution acyclic. For Ξpiq with i ě 2, one proceeds similarly and fixes
a good cover in the direction of the group elements and applies the Cˇech construction.
The groupoid double complex is equivalent to the Cˇech hypercohomology complex
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
C8pΞp0q,Tq
δ
OO
//ś
ab C
8pΞp1qab ,Tq
δ
OO
// ś
ab C
8pΞp2qab ,Tq
δ
OO
// ¨ ¨ ¨
C8pΞp0q,Tq
δ
OO
// ś
a C
8pΞp1qa ,Tq
δ
OO
// ś
a C
8pΞp2qa ,Tq
δ
OO
// ¨ ¨ ¨
(7)
The horizontal lines are induced from the isomorphisms to the injective resolution and the choice
is not unique. However, the cohomology groups associated to different choices are isomorphic.
A 1-cocycle in this double complex has components h01 and h10 (the first index labels the
vertical direction). However, the second vertical arrow in the first column is the identity map and
consequently, the only nontrivial component is h01 P śa C8pΞp1qa ,Tq. The cocycle condition in
the vertical direction requires that δph01q “ 1 and therefore h01 can be glued over the components
Na to a a sequence of functions hij : Ξ
p1q Ñ T which we denote by h. Also, h is in the image of
the injective map from the groupoid cohomology complex pΞ‚, B˚q to the double complex and the
cocycle condition reads B˚phq “ 0 which is equivalent to
hijpg, hxqhjkph, xq “ hikpgh, xq (8)
on Vijk . This analysis shows that it is sufficient to study the groupoid cohomology complex
pΞ‚, B˚q to realize the G-equivariant line bundles: any G-equivariant complex line bundle on M is
determined by a set of transition functions thij : Vij Ñ Tu subject to B˚phq “ 0. The G-action on
the fibres is given by
pxj , vq ÞÑ ppaxqi, hijpa, xqvq
where a P G, pxj , vq is written in the trivialization over Uj and ppaxqi, hijpa, xqvq over Ui.
We can use the standard projection p : Γp1q Ñ Ξp1q to pull the G-equivariant line bundle data
from M to TˆM .
2.6. Next we define a G-equivariant projective Fock bundle over T ˆM in the spirit of [9] or
1.1. The twisting is now determined by a G-equivariant line bundle λG on M . We denote by
h P H1pΓ,Tq a representative of this bundle in the Lie groupoid cohomology.
Consider the operators S and N acting on the Fock space as in 1.2. Again, S is defined up to
fixing of a basis for the state it creates and therefore it is naturally defined as a PUpHq operator.
Then we define a projective Fock bundle, PFG, associated to the cocycle g P H1pΓ, PUpHqq with
the nonidentity components gij : Gˆ Uij Ñ PUpHq given by
gijpa, xq “ phijpa, xqqN
gi`n,j`npa, xq “ phi`n,j`npa, xqqN
g
p´1q
i,j`npa, xq “ phi,j`npa, xqqN
g
p´1q
j`n,ipa, xq “ phj`n,ipa, xqqN
g
p1q
i,j`npa, xq “ phi,j`npa, xqqNS
g
p1q
j`n,ipa, xq “ S´1phj`n,ipa, xqqN
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for all 1 ď i, j ď n. The translation around the circle in the positive direction adds the charge by
one and the translation in the negative direction subtracts the charge by one. In local coordinates
the action of G reads
pxj ,Ψq ÞÑ ppaxqi, gijpa, xqΨq for 1 ď i, j ď 2n
if pxj ,Ψq is evaluated in the trivialization over Uj and ppaxqi, gijpa, xqΨq in the trivialization over
Ui and Ψ is a vector in the Fock space.
Denote by gˆ P H1pΓ, UpHqq the lifted transition functions. They act on the Fock states overM
so that each charge k subbundle has a structure of a G-equivariant vector bundle of type λbkG . Over
TˆM there is a G-equivariant gerbe. The components of the Dixmier-Douady class f P H2pΓ,Tq
are determined by the formulas
fijk : Γ
p2q Ñ T,
fijkpa, bx, b, xq “ gˆijpa, bxqgˆjkpb, xqpgˆikpab, xqq´1
for the lifted transition functions. The following is a direct computation.
Proposition. The nonidentity components of the cocycle f P H2pΓ,Tq are
f
p1q
i,j`n,k`npa, bx, b, xq “ phj`n,k`npb, xqq´1
f
p1q
j`n,i,k`npa, bx, b, xq “ phj`n,k`npab, xqq
f
p1q
j`n,k`n,ipa, bx, b, xq “ phj`n,k`npa, bxqq´1
for 1 ď i, j, k ď n and a, b P G.
2.7. Let λG and h P H1pΓ,Tq denote a G-equivariant complex line bundle and its structure cocycle
as in 2.5. Let βG denote the cocycle in H
2pΓ,Zq which is the image of h under the isomorphism of
cohomology groups (recall 2.1). Define α P H1pΓ,Zq to be the groupoid cocycle with the nonzero
components
α
p1q
i,j`npa, xq “ 1 and αp1qi`n,jpa, xq “ ´1
for all 1 ď i, j ď n and pa, xq P GˆpTˆMq. We can view α and βG as groupoid de Rham cocycles.
Then we can apply the cup product in H˚dRpΓ,Zq, [3].
Proposition. The Dixmier-Douady class f P H2pΓ,Zq of the equivariant gerbe maps to the cup
product class α! βG under the group isomorphism H
2pΓ,Tq Ñ H3pΓ,Zq induced by the standard
group extension sequence
Z
2piiÝÑ iR expÝÑ T.
Proof. Denote by h1 P H1pΓ, iRq the cocycle such that p2πiq´1B˚ph1q “ βG and expph1q “ h. The
nonidentity components of α! βG are
pα! βqp1qi,j`n,k,lpa, bcx, b, cx, c, xq “
1
2πi
pB˚h1qp1qj`n,k,lpb, cx, c, xq
and
pα! βqp1qi`n,j,k,lpa, bcx, b, cx, c, xq “ ´
1
2πi
pB˚h1qp1qjklpb, cx, c, xq
for 1 ď i, j ď n and 1 ď k, l ď 2n. The cup product α ! βG is equal to 12pii pB˚tq where
t P H2pΓ‚, iRq is the cocycle with the nonzero components
t
p1q
i,j`n,kpa, bx, b, xq “ ´ph1qp1qjk pb, xq and
t
p1q
i`n,j,kpa, bx, b, xq “ ph1qp1qjk pb, xq
for 1 ď i, j ď n and 1 ď k ď 2n. The image of the exponential cocycle expptq is the the cup
product cocycle under the isomorphism H2pΓ,Tq Ñ H3pΓ,Zq.
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We introduce another cochain, s P C1pΓ,Tq whose nonzero components are
s
p1q
i`n,jpa, xq “ hi`n,jpa, xq
for all 1 ď i, j ď n. Then one checks that
f “ B˚psq expptq
It follows that the cohomology class of f maps to the cohomology class of α ! βG under the
isomorphism. ˝
The gerbe PFG is nontrivial since its Dixmier-Douady class can be realized as a cup product
of two nontrivial cocycles which are localized on different manifolds. Moreover, we note that if we
cut the circle T, then the Dixmier-Douady class becomes trivial since the 1-cocycle trivializes.
2.8. The twisted K-theory groups K˚pΓ, τq associated to a gerbe with a Dixmier-Douady class
represented by τ “ α ! βG can be solved, up to a group extension problem, using the Mayer-
Vietoris sequence. Let us fix a closed cover T ˆ M “ pT` ˆ Mq Y pT´ ˆ Mq. The Dixmier-
Douady class trivializes in both components. Therefore, the groups that appear in the Mayer-
Vietoris sequence are isomorphic to G-equivariant K-theory groups without a twist. Up to group
isomorphisms, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence associated to the closed cover is (see [20] 3.12.)
K0pΓ, τq // K0GpT` ˆMq ‘K0GpT´ ˆMq
a0 // K0GpT`´ ˆMq

K1GpT`´ ˆMq
OO
K1GpT` ˆMq ‘K1GpT´ ˆMq
a1oo K1pΓ, τqoo
.
The maps a˚ are defined by a˚px, yq “ px ´ y, x ´ y b λGq where λG is the equivariant twisting
line bundle.
The solution of K˚pΓ, τq from this sequence is parallel to [9] and only the result is provided.
One finds the solution by a diagram chase of an exact sequence of abelian groups. Therefore, the
group structure is only recovered up to a possible extension problem.
Proposition. If ˚ “ 0, 1, then K˚pΓ, τq is isomorphic to an extension of the group
tx P K˚GpMq : x “ xb λGu by
K˚´1G pMq
K˚´1G pMq b p1´ λGq
.
2.9. Consider a G-equivariant projective Fock bundle PFG constructed in 2.6. We fix a G-
equivariant finite rank complex vector bundle ξG on M and then define another projective bundle
PFξ “ PpFG b ξGq. Without a loss of generality, we can assume that λG and ξG are trivialized
over the same cover U. We shall also apply the spinor module Hs and form a trivial bundle of
projective spinors PS as in 1.4. We have the projective bundle PS b PFξ which still has the
Dixmier-Douady class represented by the cup product class τ .
The projective bundle PSbPFξ can be lifted locally, on each Ui with 1 ď i ď 2n, to a Hilbert
bundle. Acting on the local Hilbert bundles we have the local Fredholm families Qi : Ui Ñ Fredp1qΨ
defined by
Qipφ,pq “
ÿ
nPZ
ψn b e´n ` φ
2π
ψ0 b 1,
The operators en and ψn are defined as in 1.4. Since the cover is G-invariant and the local families
Qi are constant in the direction M , we get
g
p1q
i,j`npa, xqQj`npφ,pqpg
p1q
i,j`npa´1, axqq´1 “ Qipφ´2pi,apq “ Qiapφ´2pi,pq.
for all 1 ď i, j ď n and a P G. Consequely, Q is a G-invariant section of a bundle of unbounded
Fred
p1q
Ψ operators associated to the projective bundle PSbPFξ.
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Theorem. The approximated sign of the section Q defines a class in twisted K-theory:
F “ Qa
1`Q2 P K
1
GpT ˆM, τq.
Proof. The Γ-invariance of F follows immediately from the Γ-invariance of Q. The continuity of
F can be proved as in the case of smooth manifolds, [9]. ˝
Now the main problem to solve how the supercharge Q associated with the vacuum bundle
ξ corresponds to the twisted K-theory group K1pT ˆM, τq. An index-theoretic solution for this
problem is given in 2.11. A sufficient background in equivariant cohomology is collected in 2.10,
see [5].
2.10. The groupoid cohomology groups HkpΓ,Zq are isomorphic to the G-equivariant integer
cohomology groups because our groupoids are Morita equivalent to an action groupoid. We shall
use the Cartan model of equivariant cohomology to study equivariant characters associated to the
equivariant supercharges.
Suppose that N is a smooth manifold, and G is a compact Lie group which acts smoothly on
N . Let g denote the Lie algebra of G. If X P g we denote by XN the vector field induced by the
action expp´tXq on N . Denote by ιX : Λ˚pNq Ñ Λ˚´1pNq the contraction by XN . Define
ΛqGpNq “
à
2i`j“q
pSipg˚q b ΛjpNqqG.
This is the order q subspace in the space of equivariant polynomial functions gÑ Λ˚pNq. The order
zero subspace consists of G-equivariant functions. The equivariant coboundary dG : Λ
q
GpNq Ñ
Λq`1G pNq is defined by
pdGαqpXq “ dpαpXqq ´ ιXpαpXqq
The square d2GαpXq “ ´td, ιXu ¨αpXq “ ´LX ¨αpXq is equal to zero since αpXq is invariant under
the action of Lie derivative LX . We denote by H
˚
GpN,Rq the cohomology of this complex.
If ∇ is an invariant connection of an equivariant line bundle λG, then the equivariant curvature
of ∇ is F pXq “ p∇ ´ ιXq2 ` LX . The first Chern class, cG1 , sends an isomorphism class of a
G-invariant line bundle to the cohomology class of its equivariant curvature form p2πiq´1F pXq.
With this normalization the Chern class is an integer class in the equivariant cohomology group.
The tensor product of equivariant line bundles defines a group structure in the set of isomorphism
classes of G-equivariant line bundles. Then cG1 an isomorphism of groups.
2.11. We pull the projective bundle PSbPFξ and the supercharge Q to the covering space RˆM .
The associated covering transformation is chosen so that it restricts to the identity over M . The
Dixmier-Douady class becomes trivial on the covering space. The lifting of the PUpHq-valued
transition functions to UpHq-valued operators on the covering space results a bundle of Hilbert
space which is isomorphic to the trivial bundle R ˆM ˆ PUpHq. Let us denote this bundle by
Sb Fξ.
Now we can use standard methods in index theory to compute an equivariant characteristic
polynomial on the covering space. Suppose that A is a G-invariant superconnection of the lifted
supercharge. The G-invariance means that A commutes with the action. The supercurvature of A
is given by the formula
FpXq “ pA´ ιXq2 ` LX
and the Chern character F is the equivariant form
ch-ind1pXq “ ϕpsTrpe´FpXqqq for all X P g,
where sTr is the supertrace in the odd superconnection formalism and ϕ is a normalization over
M which sends an equivariant 2n` 1 form Ω on M to p2πiq´nΩ.
Proposition.
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(1) The character ch-ind1 is a closed equivariant form.
(2) If At is a continuous one parameter family of superconnections with t ą 0, then the
transgression formula holds:
d
dt
ch-ind1pXq “ ´dGϕpsTrpdFtpXq
dt
e´FtpXqqq.
Proof. (1) The equivariant supercurvature is of the form FpXq “ pd ` B ´ iXq2 ` LX where B
is a G-invariant endomorphism valued differential form which is odd with respect to the grading.
Especially, sTrrB,FpXqs “ 0 and one easily sees that sTrrB, e´FpXqs “ 0. Now
dGpsTre´FpXqq “ sTrrdG, e´FpXqs “ sTrrdG ` B, e´FpXqs “ 0.
(2) The original proof, [19], generalizes to the equivariant case.
Let ∇ξ and ∇λ be G-invariant connections of the bundles ξG and λG. A connection of Sb Fξ
can be chosen by
∇ “ N∇λ `∇ξ.
Let Fˆ denote its curvature. Recall that N is the unbounded operator which counts the charge
of the Fock state. The strategy to compute the super Chern character is based on the homotopy
invariance (2). We set a one parameter family of supercharges t ÞÑ ?tQ “ Qt for t ą 0 and define
an equivariant superconnection by At “ χQt `∇. The equivariant supercurvature is
FtpXq “ pχQt `∇´ ιXq2 ` LX
“ Q2t ` tχQt,∇´ ιXu ` Fˆ pXq
“ Q2t ´ χr∇, Qts ` Fˆ pXq.
for all X P g. The formal symbol χ is applied in the odd superconnection formalism. It satisfies
χ2 “ 1, anticommutes ιX and equivariant forms of odd rank and commutes with Q. The supertrace
sTr applies the usual operator trace to the terms linear in χ and maps to zero everything else.
The t Ñ 8 limit of this character associated with this supercurvature can be computed in the
equivariant case as in [9]. The limit localizes as a distributional valued form on the submanifold
where Q has its kernel. We let P denote a family of projection operators onto the subbundle
η0 b
à
kPZ
Sk|0y b ξ
of the Hilbert bundle on the cover RˆM .
Denote by y P R the lifted coordinate.
Proposition. The tÑ8 limit of the form ch-ind1 is the distribution valued form
lim
tÑ8
ch-ind1 “
?
πδpPe0P ` yqdy ^ chGpFˆ qpXq,
where δ denotes the Dirac delta distribution and chpξqpXq is the equivariant Chern character of
the connection Fˆ :
chGpFˆ qpXq “ trξe´
Fˆ pXq
2pii .
We would like to fix a locally defined section ψ : TˆM Ñ RˆM and pull the form ch-ind1pXq
to the base TˆM . There is the difficulty that under translations by 2π in the direction of R, the
supercurvature transforms as
FtpXqpy,pq ÞÑ SpFtpXqqpy`2pi,pqS´1
“ SpQt ´ χr∇, Qts ` Fˆ pXqqpy`2pi,pqS´1
“ SpQt ´ χdy ` Fˆ pXqqpy`2pi,pqS´1
“ pQt ´ χdy ` Fˆ pXq ´ FλpXqqpy,pq
“ FtpXqpy,pq ´ FλpXqpy,pq
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for all py, pq P RˆM . Therefore, the superconnection is not invariant under translation by 2π and
it would not glue to a global form under the pullback.
Given a section ψ of the covering map RˆM Ñ TˆM , we use the strategy in [9] and pull the
form to a quotient of the rational equivariant cohomology group
ch-indτ1 “ ψ˚pch-ind1q P
?
πHoddG pT ˆM,Qq?
π dφ
2pi
^ p1´ chGpFλqq ^ chGpKGpMqq
.
Here we consider HoddG pT ˆM,Qq to be an abelian group and do not equip it with a Q-module
structure. Likewise,
?
π dφ
2pi
^ p1 ´ chGpFλqq ^ chpKGpMqq is the normal subgroup of cohomology
classes of these elements under addition. In conclusion.
Theorem. Let ψ be an arbitrary section of the covering map. The equivalence class of the
equivariant character ch-indτ1 is independent on the choice of the section ψ and is represented by
?
π
dφ
2π
^ chGpFξq P
?
πHoddG pTˆM,Qq?
π dφ
2pi
^ p1´ chGpFλqq ^ chGpKGpMqq
.
Proof. The distributional form can be represented in cohomology by the angular form with volume
equal to 1. Thus, the character can be represented by
ch-indτ1 “
?
πψ˚pdy
2π
^ chGpFξqq.
Under the translation by 2π in R, the supercurvature will be shifted by ´Fλ. Since Fλ is G-
invariant and thus commutes with the supercurvature, the character form gets multiplied by chpFλq.
However, this operation does not have any effect in the quotient where the character is evaluated.
Therefore, the choice of ψ does not have effect on the equivalence class. ˝
This index theorem can be used to extract information from the twisted K-theory elements
represented by approximated signs of the supercharges. Namely, if Q1 and Q2 is a pair of super-
charges with vacuum bundles ξ1 and ξ2, and if the characteristic classes of Q1 and Q2 are not equal,
then there can be no continuous homotopy between Q1 and Q2. Since the topology in the space
of unbounded Fredholm operators is induced from the topology of bounded Fredholm operators,
there can be no continuous homotopy at the level of approximated signs either. Thus, the twisted
K-theory classes are different as well.
3 Examples
3.1. In the first part of this series, [9], we gave explicit construction for the twisted K1-groups on
the product manifolds T ˆM when M “ T2 and S2. In both cases, the usual K-theory groups
can be computed, for example, using the Kunneth formula which leads to
K1pTˆ S2q » Z‘2, K1pTˆ T2q » Z‘4.
The twisting line bundles are classified by integers. For λ corresponding to 0 ‰ k P Z the twisted
K1-groups are
K1pTˆ S2q » Z‘ Zk, K1pT3q “ Z‘3 ‘ Zk.
The torsion sugroups appear in the twisted theory. In the case of real projective spaces one has
torsion subgroups in the ordinary K-theory but they disappear after twisting. This is explained in
3.2. in the supercharge formalism.
3.2. We study the real projective space RP 2n for n P N. No group action on RP 2n is assumed here.
The second cohomology group of RP 2n is the torsion group Z2. Let us denote by λ the nontrivial
line bundle which is subject to the relation λ b λ “ 1. The cohomology groups of T ˆ RP 2n can
by computed with Kunneth’s formula. The third cohomology is
H3pTˆ RP 2nq “ Z2 for all n P N.
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There is exactly one nontrivial cup product twisting class τ “ α ! β where β is the class of λ
in H2pRP 2q and α is the generator of H1pTq. According to the proposition of 1.3, the projective
Fock bundle model applied to the twisting line bundle λ realizes this class geometrically.
K-theory groups on RP 2n are solved in [1]
K0pRP 2nq » Z‘ Z2n , K1pRP 2nq “ 0.
As an abelian group, K0 is generated by 1 and xn and its ring structure is given by
xn “ 1´ rλs, x2n “ 2xn, 2nxn “ 0. (9)
By Kunneth’s formula we have
K1pTˆ RP 2nq » Z‘ Z2n .
Next we use the proposition of 2.8 to solve the twisted K1-group. The normal subgroup
K0pRP 2nq b p1 ´ λq “ K0pRP 2nq b xn
is the torsion subgroup isomorphic to Z2n in K
0pRP 2nq by (9). Therefore, the τ -twisted K1-group
is given by
K1pTˆ RP 2n, τq “ Z.
The twisting by τ kills the torsion subgroup.
Consider a pullback of the projective bundle of Fock spaces PFξ to RˆRP 2n as in 2.11. Then
we can lift the transition functions and define a Hilbert bundle on the covering space. Assume
that ξ is a line bundle on RP 2n. Thus, ξ “ λ or ξ “ 1, the trivial complex line bundle. Then
the topological type of the vacuum at the submanifold with 0 “ y P R is ether λ or 1. The type
depends on the chosen lift R Ñ T but is not important. Translations in the direction of positive
real numbers by 2π then change this type to 1 or λ (respectively). This continues through the real
line: the topological type of the vacuum is Z2 graded and depends on the choice of integer part of
the R coordinate. This is the reason for the absence of the torsion subgroup: twisted K1-theory
does not distinguish λ from 1 since vacuums of these types are identified.
In the nontwisted case (i.e. set β “ 0), we have the supercharge construction on T ˆ RP 2n.
Without the twist, the topological type of the Fock vacuum does not depend on the direction T
and hence, the topological type of the kernel bundle is fixed by the choice of ξ.
Let τ be the nontrivial twisting class. Now twisted K-theory is insensitive to the topology
associated with λ in the local kernel bundles. Thus, only the information associated with the rank
of the kernel bundle is relevant. Suppose that the vacuum bundle ξ is an arbitrary complex vector
bundle. We can study the characteristic form of the supercharge Q applying the methods of 2.11
with a trivial group action G. Detailed calculations can also be found from Section 6 in [9]. The
curvature form of λ vanishes in the de Rham cohomology. Now the form ch-indτ1 gets values in
the usual odd de Rham cohomology of T ˆ RP 2n. In fact, according to the analysis in 2.11 the
characteristi form is represented by
ch-indτ1 “ rankpξq
?
π
dφ
2π
P ?πHoddpT ˆ RP 2n,Qq.
The rank of the vacuum bundle determines the twisted K1-class.
3.3. Let T act on S2 by rotations around the axis of the sphere. We denote by S2` and S
2
´ the north
and south hemispheres of S2 such that the intersection S2`´ is the equator T. Then S
2 “ S2`YS2´
and the cover is T-invariant. The south and north poles are the fixed points of this action. The
equivariant line bundles are classified by
H2
T
pS2,Zq » Zru`s ‘ Zru´s.
This result is well known and can be solved with the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. u˘ are generators
of the cohomology groups H2
T
pS2˘,Zq: S2˘ are retracted to the fixed points resulting cohomology
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groups isomorphic to the T-equivariant cohomology of a point, i.e. H2pCP8,Zq, and under this
identification, u˘ can be viewed as generators of H
2pS2,Zq. We also get the isomorphism
H3
T
pTˆ S2,Zq » H2
T
pS2,Zq
from an Mayer-Vietoris sequence.
The ordinary equivariant K-theory can be computed using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence
K0
T
pS2q // K0
T
pS2`q ‘K0TpS2´q
a0 // K0
T
pS2`´q

K1
T
pS2`´q
OO
K1
T
pS2`q ‘K1TpS2´q
a1oo K1
T
pS2qoo
.
The groupsK0
T
pS2`q andK0TpS2´q are isomorphic to K0Tp˚q where ˚ is a pole andK0Tp˚q is isomorphic
to the representation ring
RpTq “ Zra, a´1s.
The circle group action on the equator S2`´ is free. Therefore
K0
T
pS2`´q » K0pT{Tq » Z and
K1
T
pS2`´q » K1pT{Tq » 0
Next we observe that K1
T
pS2`q » K1Tp˚q. Thus, K1TpS2`q “ 0 and similarly K1TpS2´q “ 0. The
homomorphisms ai, i “ 0, 1 send px, yq to x´ y. The group elements in K0TpS2`´q are determined
by an integer, the virtual rank. Thus,
Kerpa0q » RpTq ‘RpTq
Z
, Impa0q » Z and Kerpa1q “ 0.
Since there is no torsion in these groups the K-theory groups are as follows
K0
T
pS2q » K
1
T
pS2`´q
Impa1q ‘Kerpa0q »
RpTq ‘RpTq
Z
K1
T
pS2q » K
0
T
pS2`´q
Impa0q ‘Kerpa1q » 0.
The elements in K0
T
pS2q are the pairs px, yq P RpTq‘2 constrained by the common virtual dimen-
sion. Topologically any vector bundle over S2 is a direct summand of line bundles. Therefore,
K0
T
pS2q is the abelian group generated by the T-equivariant complex line bundles and each gener-
ator carries a representations pan` , an´q P RpTq‘2 on its fibres. Then T acts on the fibers over S2˘
through the character exppiϕq ÞÑ exppin˘ϕq.
The twisted K1-group can be solved with the proposition of 2.8. If λT is an equivariant line
bundle associated with the reprentation pal` , al´q and the K1-group is subject to the twisting of
type α ! βT and βT is the 2-cohomology class which identifies with the equivalence class of λT,
then we have
K1
T
pTˆ S2, τq » K
0
T
pS2q
K0
T
pS2q b p1´ λTq .
Therefore, the twisted K1-group is isomorphic to the abelian group defined by
K1
T
pTˆ S2, τq » K0
T
pS2q{ „ where pan` , an´q „ pan``l` , an´`l´q.
We can find explicit groupoid cocycles for the T-equivariant gerbes on TˆS2. Now we replace
the closed sets S2˘ with T-invariant open sets which cover the north and the south hemispheres
and which intersect in a tube around the equator. These sets are still denoted by S2˘. Then there
is a Lie groupoid
Ξ “
ž
ij
Tˆ S2ij Ñ
ž
i
S2i
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where i, j P t`,´u. This is Morita equivalent to the action groupoid T˙S2 Ñ S2. The equivariant
complex line bundle corresponding to pan` , an´q in H2
T
pS2q is associated to the groupoid cocycle
h P H1pΞ,Tq. Its components are
h``pexppiϕq, pq “ exppin`ϕq,
h´´pexppiϕq, pq “ exppin´ϕq,
h`´pexppiϕq, pα, rqq “ exppin`ϕ` ipn` ´ n´qαq and
h´`pexppiϕq, pα, rqq “ exppin´ϕ´ ipn` ´ n´qαq
where we have denoted by α the angle coordinate and r the height coordinate of the tube around
the equator S2`´. The components h`` and h´´ carry the information of the T-action on the
fibres. The topological type of this bundle is determined by h`´p1, pα, rqq which is a function on
the equator with winding number equal to pn` ´ n´q.
Denote by tUiu the cover of T ˆ S2 which has 4-components: tT˘ ˆ S2˘u. Following 2.4 we
construct the Lie groupoid
Γ “ Tˆ
ž
ij
Uij Ñ
ž
i
Ui.
The cocycle g P H1pΓ, PUpHqq of the projective Fock bundle is straightforward to write down
using the formulas in 2.6.
Next we tensor the Fock vacuum with ξT which is a line bundle corresponding to the class
paj` , aj´q. Let Fλ and Fξ denote G-invariant curvatures of λT and ξT. We apply the theorem of
2.11 which gives a representative for the character map of the supercharge associated with this
setup. The 3-form part reads
´?πdφ
2π
^ Fξ
2πi
mod
?
π
dφ
2π
^ Fλ
2πi
ô
´?πdφ
2π
^ pj`F` ` j´F´q mod ?πdφ
2π
^ pl`F` ` l´F´q.
The equivariant forms F˘ are generators of H2
T
pS2,Zq. Therefore, if ξ1 and ξ2 are equivariant line
bundles associated to the classes paj`1 , aj´1 q and paj`2 , aj´2 q, and λT is as above, then the supercharges
associated with these models determine distinct elements in K1
T
pTˆ S2, τq if and only if
j`1 ´ j`2 ‰ 0 mod l` or j´1 ´ j´2 ‰ 0 mod l´.
If we apply similar analysis as above for higher rank T-equivariant vector budles ξ1 and ξ2 the
characteristic map is no longer injective as a map from supercharges to equivariant cohomology
theory. However, the superconnection analysis still provides nontrivial information. For example,
if the ranks of ξ1 and ξ2 do not match, then the associated K
1-classes are necessarily different
since the one form components of the characters are not equal in cohomology.
Appendix
A.1. This appendix is motivated by the geometric and group theoretic structures in Hamiltonian
quantization. In quantum field theory on a unit circle T, one defines a space of potentials A to
be the affine space of g-valued one forms on T and g is a Lie algebra of a simple, compact and
simply connected Lie group G. Then there is a family of Dirac operators acting on L2pTq which
are coupled to the potentials. The gauge symmetry group is chosen to be the group of based gauge
transformations ΩG which is the subgroup in the group of smooth loops LG based at the unit
γp0q “ 1 “ γp2πq. The true parameter space of the theory is the quotient A{ΩG where ΩG acts
on A by
pg,Aq ÞÑ gAg´1 ` gdpg´1q.
The action makes A Ñ A{ΩG a principal bundle with a projection map sending A P A to a
holonomy around the circle.
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On A{ΩG which is homeomorphic to G we define a Fock bundle. We set vacuum levels xi and
a finite cover Ui of A{ΩG so that the the numbers xi do not belong to the spectrum of the Dirac
family over Ui. Then, over each Ui, one can define a polarization in the local Hilbert bundles
to Dirac eigenspaces with eigenvalues larger than xi and its orthogonal complement. The global
spectral flow of the Dirac family is an obstruction to set this polarizations globally overA{ΩG. Next
one fixes local Fock bundles associated with the chosen polarization on each Ui. On the overlaps
Uij two different vacuums associated to different polarizations are related by tensoring with a
determinant line bundle. The Hamiltonian system is therefore naturally defines as a projective
bundle of Fock spaces. Then there is a prolongation problem: can we fix the vacuum levels locally
(local determinant line bundles) to create a Fock bundle over A{ΩG. In [6], [10] it was found that
the obstruction to do this is the three cohomology part of the odd character of the Dirac family
over A{ΩG. The gerbe analysis in the first part of this series [9] was based on this result.
The gauge group ΩG acts on the fibers of the Fock bundle as a subgroup of LG. The loop
group acts under an irredcible positive energy representation which is projective. Alternatively,
these representations are irreducible representations of the central extension LˆG. The extension
cocycles arise in the lifted transition functions of the Fock bundle over A{ΩG and ruin the Cˇech
cocycle condition for the transition functions. The relationship to the prolongation problem can
be described explicitly. Let c P H2plg,Cq denote the Lie algebra cohomology class of the extension.
We can identify the Lie algebra elements with the tangent vector fields near the identity and
realize c as a differential two form near the identity of LG and extend it by left translation through
LG. The normalized cocycle c{2πi defines an integer cohomology class. We choose local sections
si : Ui Ñ p´1pUiq of A pÑ A{ΩG. Let gij denote the ΩG valued transition functions of the principal
bundle A. Then sj “ sigij . We pull back the two forms c on LG to define local 2-forms g˚ijpc{2πiq
on Uij . These define a representative for the Dixmier-Douady class of the gerbe in Cˇech-de Rham
double complex. The Cˇech-de Rham complex can be analyzed in as usual to get a pure de Rham
representative. We find the forms ωi and ωj over Ui and Uj so that g
˚
ijpc{2πiq “ ωj ´ωi. Let Ω be
a 3-form over G which is locally defined by dωi on Ui. Then Ω is a global 3-form which represents
the Dixmier-Douady class of the gerbe. Explicitly,
Ω “ k 1
24π2
pg´1dgq3
is k times the generator of H3pG,Zq if the projective representation of LG has level equal to k P Z.
For details, see [16], [17].
A.2. We can view the torus T3 as a parameter space for a quantum field theory in Tθ: we replace
A by R3 and ΩG by Z3. The action is by translations and therefore R3{Z3 “ T3. We write
T3 “ TφˆT2. In [9] we constructed a Hilbert bundle over the 4-torus Tθ ˆT3 with fibers L2pTθq.
There is a Dirac family over Tθ ˆ T3 coupled to the connection of the bundle λ1 b λk where λi is
the line bundle associated to the Chern class i P Z on a 2-torus. The 3 cohomology component
of the character of this Dirac family is the cup product α ! β such that α is the generator of
H1dRpTφ,Zq and β is p2πiq´1 times the curvature form of λk. The associated decomposable Cˇech
cocycle defines a transition data of the gerbe exactly as in 1.3.
Here we want to connect the topological prolongation problem to a group extension problem:
we can define a trivial bundle of Fock spaces on the affine space R3 and then implement an
extended Z3-symmetry on the fibres by an extension cocycle which defines the cup product class in
cohomology. In the following we apply the theory of groupoid extensions to make the connection
between this extension problem and the cohomology class of the gerbe explicit.
A.3. We can consider the torus T3 as a transformation groupoid Γ :“ Z3 ˆ R3 Ñ R3 with the
usual target and source maps
t, s : ΓÑ R3, spa, xq “ x, tpa, xq “ x` a.
The composition m : Γp2q Ñ Γ is defined in its domain by pb, x` aqpa, xq “ pa` b, xq. The action
is free and therefore the cohomology of this groupoid is just the usual de Rham cohomology of the
3-torus.
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Next we define a topologically trivial T-extension Γˆ :“ Z3 ˆ R3 ˆ T Ñ R3 with a projection
p : ΓˆÑ Γ defined by ppa, x, µq “ pa, xq. The target and source maps of the groupoid Γˆ are
sˆ “ s ˝ p, tˆ “ t ˝ p.
The nontriviality of the extension is associated to the cocycle ω P H2pΓ,Tq which is represented
by a map ω : Γp2q Ñ T and the cocycle condition reads
pB˚pωqqppa, x ` b` cq, pb, x` cq, pc, xqq “ 0
which is equivalent to
ωppb, x` cq, pc, xqqωppa, x ` b` cq, pb ` c, xqq “
ωppa` b, x` cq, pc, xqqωppa, x ` b` cq, pb, x` cqq.
We set x “ px0, x1, x2q and a “ pa0, a1, a2q. One checks easily that ω : Γp2q Ñ T defined by
ωppa, x` bq, pb, xqq “ e2piika0b2x1 . (10)
is a cocycle. Then we define a composition in the extension groupoid Γˆ by
pa, x` b, µ1qpb, x, µq “ pa` b, x, µµ1ωppa, x` bq, pb, xqqq.
This extensions corresponds to the class k P Z » H3pΓ,Zq. This will be justified below.
One can define generators rαi, i “ 0, 1, 2 for H1pΓ,Zq » Z3 byrαipa, xq “ ai for all pa, xq P Z3 ˆ R3.
The cohomology classes of a 3-torus can be constructed by applying the cup product to the gen-
erators. Then the 3-cohomology group is generated by the class of
prα2 ! rα1 ! rα0qppa, x ` b` cq, pb, x` cq, pc, xqq “ a2b1c0.
We choose rβ to be the cohomology class represented by krα2 ! rα1. Then we write rα “ rα0 and
prα! rβqppa, x ` b` cq, pb, x` cq, pc, xqq “ ka0b2c1.
By antisymmetry, this cocycle is equivalent to k times the generator. Next we define a cocycle
f 1 P H2pΓ, iRq by
f 1ppa, x` bq, pb, xqq “ 2πika0b2x1.
It satisfies p2πiq´1B˚pf 1q “ rα! rβ. It then follows that under the usual isomorphism, rα! rβ maps
to the cocycle ω P H2pΓ,Tq defined in (10).
In the action groupoid formalism there is a globally trivial Z3-equivariant projective Hilbert
bundle over R3 with a H1pΓ, PUpHqq class uniquely determined (in cohomology) by ω in (10). The
equivariant bundle can be chosen to be topologically a product R3ˆPF where PF is a projective
Fock space. Given a cocycle g P H1pΓ, PUpHqq, the fibres transform under the action of a P Z3 by
px,Ψq ÞÑ px` a, gpa, xqΨq.
The cocycle condition B˚pgq “ 0 is equivalent to the associativity of the action. If we lift the action
to the group UpHq then ω P H2pΓ,Tq is risen from the relation
B˚pgˆq “ ω ô gˆpa, x` bqgˆpb, xqgˆpa` b, xq´1 “ ωppa, x` bq, pb, xqq
where gˆ are the lifted functions Γp1q Ñ UpHq.
We define the cocycle g P H1pΓ, PUpHqq by (S and N are defined as in 1.3)
gpa, xq “ pe2piika2x1qNSa0 . (11)
The cocycle condition is straightforward to check. When lifted to UpHq, one finds a representative
for the Dixmier-Douady class
ωppa, x` bq, pb, xqq “ e2piika0b2x1 .
This is the class (10).
If we go to the quotient space T3, then the action (11) on the fibres defines a gerbe of topological
type α ! β where β is a Cˇech cohomology class associated to the line bundle with Chern class
equal to k and α is the Cˇech generator of T.
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